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ABSTRACT 

The paper proposes a methodology for analysing, modelling and foresighting the business 

ecosystems and tests it via a field study in Telecom Italia Future Centre. The originality aspects 

are the mapping of tangible and intangible relationships, the dynamic and foresight analysis, the 

possibility to set strategic guidance. 

 

Keywords: methodology of business ecosystem network analysis, business ecosystem, foresight, 
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INTRODUCTION 

Technological innovations produced significant impacts on global production structures. These 

impacts changed radically not only how and where conceiving, designing, manufacturing and 

delivering new products and services, but also the concept of value for companies and 

organizations. In this sense, while traditional and consolidated strategic models (such as the 

value chain - Porter, 1985) and more innovative models (such as the value network - Allee, 

2002) focus on the process of value creation, the business ecosystem (BE) model (Moore, 1993; 

Iansiti and Levien, 2004) analyses and underlines the value of the relationships among actors and 

the key elements (physical structure, revenues attraction, attractiveness, assets and technologies) 
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which foster the ecosystem survival and development (Adner and Kapoor, 2010). The BE 

comprehends all the agents that directly and indirectly contribute to the development of a 

business, product or process influencing its success in a short or longer time (Iansiti and Levien, 

2004).  

The concepts and the terminology derive from ecology (Tansley, 1936 proposed the term 

biological ecosystem): a biological ecosystem is a complex system of organisms (physical agents 

of the environment where they live and develop) and relationships among them. Moore (1996) 

coined the term “business ecosystem” that gained popularity with the research of Iansiti and 

Levien (2004). In their work they affirm: “Like biological ecosystems, business ecosystems are 

formed by large, loosely connected networks of entities. Like species in biological ecosystems, 

firm interact with each other in complex ways, and the health and performance of each firm is 

dependent on the health and performance of the whole. Firms and species are therefore 

simultaneously influenced by their internal capabilities and by their complex interactions with 

the rest of the ecosystem.” (p. 35). 

If an organization would like to know the complex dynamics intercepting its ecosystem (Briscoe, 

2010) or if it would like to enter and live in a new one, it has to rely on a deep knowledge and 

analysis of the ecosystem itself. It is a matter of identifying the ecosystem components and the 

relationships among them, understanding what guarantees their existence and taking advantage 

from the balance of power. All these elements together define the shape and behaviour pattern: 

how the ecosystem “lives”. Also the time variable is fundamental: the relationships among the 

constituent elements may change the ecosystem structure. So, understanding the ecosystem 

means not only drawing the shape and relationships among the constituent elements in a certain 

moment in time, but understanding how it evolves by monitoring evolutionary trends. It is thus 

important that companies establish monitoring processes for their ecosystem, both from a static 

and dynamic point of view, and analyse BEs by investigating how the relationships and the 

dynamics can potentially positively and/or negatively impact their businesses. Clearly, these 

analyses need to be supported by appropriate tools and methodologies to work on.  

But, despite the importance of the practical application of the BE concept as a representation of 

the real business context, literature on methodologies for BEs’ strategic analysis is still in its 

infancy: as a matter of fact, the majority of the contributions are focused on the discussion of 

BEs per se (i.e. comparisons between natural ecosystems and BEs, differences between value 

chain and BE, BEs properties, BEs strategies, etc.). The scope of this paper is to propose a 

methodology for analysing and modelling the ecosystems as network structures interacting one 

with each other and to illustrate its application in a field study conducted inside Telecom Italia 

Future Centre. The name of the proposed methodology is Methodology Of Business Ecosystem 

Network Analysis (MOBENA). 

Section 2 discusses the current literature on business ecosystems showing the actual gaps. After 

introducing the research strategy in Section 3, Section 4 presents the theoretical framework of 

the MOBENA methodology and section 5 shows its application in a peculiar business ecosystem 

for Telecom Italia: the digital photography ecosystem. Finally, Section 6 discusses the findings 

and draw conclusions and research directions. 
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Business Ecosystems 

Complex inter-firms relationships are the weave of the value creation process in a BE. The 

reason lies in the concepts of community and “shared fate”: the combination of all the efforts of 

all players of the community (large and small-medium manufacturers, retailers, government, 

technological parks, universities, consultants, etc.) guarantees the survival and the success of the 

BE. In BEs companies can have a coopetition strategy: they compete in gaining market, but at 

the same time cooperate for the defence, the development and the growing of their ecosystem 

(Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996). Firms can cooperate in many different ways, for instance 

defining technical standards, promoting business and technical best practices, sponsoring market 

studies or researches, lobbying public government, etc. They share their final aim of long-term 

sustainability with the whole community (shared fate): while value chains are based on volatile 

supplier/buyer relationships, the BEs are based on a network of multi-directional relationships 

with organizations that unconsciously share values and interests. These qualitative intangible 

interactions (networks, common norms, values and trust, comparable expectations) among actors 

in a BE create an intangible value that all participants share: the social capital (Bordieau, 1985, 

Coleman 1988, Putnam, 1993). Nahapiet and Ghoshal define it as “the sum of actual and 

potential resources embedded within, available through and derived from the network of 

relationships possessed by an individual or social unit” (1998, p. 243). In fact, relationships in 

BEs can be tangible (monetary) and intangible (not monetary - cultural and social). While value 

chains create value, BEs generate value and social capital, resulting in a long-term and 

sustainable relationship. 

Prior work on business ecosystems is focused on the discussion of strategies of single 

ecosystems (e.g. Amazon ecosystem – Lsckia, 2009; Cisco ecosystem – Li, 2009; Intelligent 

Mobile Terminals – Gueguen, 2009; the mobile network operators – Zhang and Liang, 2011; 

cases in high tech industry – Rong and Shi, 2009), on the strategies of coopetition (Peltoniemi, 

2006; Tencati and Zsolnai, 2009; Gueguen and Isckia, 2011), value created (Hearn and Pace, 

2006), enablers (standardization – Bannerman and Zhu, 2009; timing –Dignan, 2009; IT – Kim, 

Lee and Han, 2010), problems of trust, information asymmetry and coordination (Ho and Lee, 

2008; Pierce, 2009; Jiao and Zheng, 2010), knowledge sharing (De Toni, Pivetta and Nonino, 

2011), on a or on the links with biology and other sciences. Finally, some papers discuss the 

evolution from a value chain view to a BE view (Singer, 2009; Rong, Hou, Shi and Lu, 2010). 

Recently, scholars develop the concept of BEs toward the concepts of digital business 

ecosystems (Petrou, Gautam and Giannoutakis, 2006; Corallo et al., 2007; Stanley and Briscoe, 

2010; Razavi, Moschoyiannis and Krause, 2010), innovation ecosystems (Adner, 2006), service 

ecosystems (Bugeaud and Soulier, 2009; Zhang and Fan, 2010), etc. Digital business ecosystems 

have dynamic hubs and have loosely-coupled and self-organizing properties. In this line, 

literature proposes new approaches especially for SMEs (Perrone, Scarpulla and Cuccia, 2010) 

and new approaches of open business network platforms (Ndou, Schina, Passiante, Del Vecchio 

and De Maggio, 2010; Battistella and Nonino, 2012). Finally, some authors focus their attention 

on intellectual properties, customer relationship system, education, negotiation mechanisms, etc. 

(e.g. Tsatsou, Elaluf-Calderwood and Liebenau, 2010; Hoyer and Stanoevska-Slabeva, 2009). 
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Modelling approaches of networks and ecosystems 

Literature proposes various approaches to create a modelling language for firm interactions. In 

the view of value network, they are for example the e3-value model (Gordijn, Akkermans and 

Van Vliet, 2000), the c3-value (Weigand, Johannesson, Andersson, Bergholtz, Edirisuriya and 

Llayperuma, 2007) and the value network’s model of intangibles (Allee, 2002). In the 

perspective of BEs analysis, first works are all based on agent-based modelling, such as the 

works of den Hartigh, Tol, Wei, Visscher and Zhao (2005),  Marin, Stalker and Mehandjiev 

(2007) and Tian, Ray, Lee, Cao and Ding (2009 – business ecosystem analysis methodology – 

BEAM). 

Table 1 shows a synthetic description of such methodologies, their main characteristics and the 

main critiques that are overcome by the proposed methodology. The main problems are that (1) 

the methodologies tailored for BEs are very few, the others neglect interdependences or focus 

only on tangible or intangible aspects, and (2) they limit potential for strategic analysis and they 

do not take in a future-perspective. 

 

Table 1. Modelling approaches of value networks and business ecosystems 
MODEL OR 

METHODOLOGY 
INVESTIGATED OBJECT CRITIQUES 

e3-value modelling 
(Gordijn et al., 2000) 

Value network  

(theoretical basis: industrial view) 

The lack of a clear strategic focus in the model weakens its ability for 

prescriptive strategic insights 

c3-value model  
(Weigand et al., 2007)  

Value network  

(theoretical basis: resource-based 

view) 

It focuses on the direct competitor and the direct customer 

It neglects the inter-dependencies and the potential given by the 

network perspective 

Value network model 

of intangibles  
(Alee, 2002)  

Value network 

Analysis is mostly visual 

It assumes that value is created through exchanges 

It is focused only on intangibles exchanges 

It does not assign a purpose to the network 

It assumes that the network is not manageable 

It limits potential for strategic analysis 

Agent based 

methodology 
(Marin et al., 2007)  

Business ecosystem Focused only on tangible exchanges 

BEAM: business 

ecosystem analysis 

and modelling 
(Tian et al., 2009)  

Business ecosystem Lacks of a strategic focus 

 

 

RESEARCH STRATEGY 

This research attempts to answer the following research question: How is it possible to 

systematically study the structure and fluxes of a business ecosystem? 

The present work is meant to help widen the knowledge basis on management of ecosystems and 

proposes a methodology based on network analysis and foresight. Foresight is a set of techniques 

to anticipate and imagine possible future scenarios, identify trends and anticipate weak signals 
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and discontinuous changes (Battistella and De Toni, 2011), in order to have not only a static 

picture of the BE, but also to have a dynamic overview of its possible evolution. 

The research methodology includes an analysis of literature on strategic management, network 

analysis and foresight, from whence the theoretical proposal of the Methodology Of Business 

Ecosystem Network Analysis (MOBENA) is born. The themes connected to implementation of a 

BE methodology need to be deeply explored, because of limited previous research. The research 

needs to be wide and to consider also the complex system of variables characterizing the 

observed phenomenon. The single case study design is opportune for presenting a relevant 

overview of the importance and applicability of a methodology and for new and explorative 

investigations (Eisenhardt, 1989; McCutcheon and Meredith, 1993; Meredith, 1998). The object 

of the case study is the test of the proposed methodology of business ecosystem network analysis. 

As described by Yin (2003), the case study research design can be used to describe an 

intervention and its context. Some authors refer to this research design as a “field experiment”. 

In the test in this study, the intervention is the application of the proposed methodology, and the 

context is the company studied and in particular one of its ecosystems (the digital image 

ecosystem). 

The industry selected for this study is the telecommunication industry sector. The TLC industry 

has been facing many changes, as the passage from the circuits to the all-IP communication, the 

“publish-subscribe” use of the network, etc. Increasingly, the technological innovations headed 

by ICT and TLC go beyond the value chain where they have been originated. They attract the 

interest of other value chains which are so far remote, with different actors, interests and market 

objectives. Therefore actors interact now in a real and complex BE. In this new context, previous 

business models can change and latent or even not-existing markets (and consequently new 

business models) can emerge. That is why we decided to focus our research on the TLC industry. 

The exemplar case is the most important TLC company in Italy, Telecom Italia (and in particular 

its unit focused on economic studies and investigation of the future, the Telecom Italia Future 

Centre).  

Telecom Italia Future Centre aims to study how the economic systems of the next decade can 

evolve varying the technological availability and the impact on market structures. These 

structures are in fact evolving toward a context where the offer is created also by new actors. 

Sometimes, small-medium companies, organizations but also individuals participate in the 

creation of a market proposing their complementary offer to a product or service of the 

traditional value chain. Therefore, the telecommunications, polling down costs and involving 

other companies, build an environment where technology/market relationships evolve with 

mechanisms of change that can be compared to the natural ecosystems ones. Telecom Italia 

Future Centre had the problem of having a deeper comprehension of this evolution and taking 

into account the change and its impact on traditional business models. The criticalities are (1) to 

link the new applications and technologies to a sustainable economic system, taking as a 

reference the ecosystem in order to comprehend the drivers of the technology and market 

evolution (2) to study the potential or actual BE in terms of revenues and relationships and (3) to 

foresight its possible dynamics. 
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Among the ecosystems studied by the Future Centre, we chose to focus on the digital imaging 

ecosystem (DIE). Here Telecom Italia studies the future and the evolution of the digital 

photography as a complex ecosystem where the image/picture of a place or a person represent 

the fundamental element of new service classes realized thanks to the fixed and mobile high-

bandwidth networks. These service classes will refer to the interpersonal communication, the 

access to context aware contents on the basis of contextual information as geographical 

localization, time, characteristics and personal activities (Chen and Kotz, 2000) and the dialogue 

with machines. The choice was due to two main reasons: the recent changes in this industry and 

the complexity of its ecosystem structure. These two elements conduct to difficulties in 

identifying the fluxes of value exchanged and embedded in the ecosystem relationships and the 

need to find a new logic to analyse and evaluate it. 

 

A PROPOSAL OF A METHODOLOGY FOR BUSINESS ECOSYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

The Methodology Of Business Ecosystem Network Analysis (MOBENA) aims to provide a 

theoretical and operational framework for analysing the BEs. MOBENA is designed to support 

the identification and understanding of the BEs by providing the criteria to define its structure 

and analyse and evaluate the relevant behaviour. The methodology is based on four steps of 

analysis: (1) Ecosystem perimeter, elements and relationships; (2) Ecosystem model 

representation and data validation; (3) Ecosystem analysis; (4) Ecosystem evolution. Table 2 

synthesizes the four phases, giving a brief description of objectives, contents and deliverables. 

 

Table 2. MOBENA phases 

PHASE AND OBJECTIVES ACTIONS / CONTENT OUTPUT 

1. ECOSYSTEM 

PERIMETER, 

ELEMENTS AND 

RELATIONSHIPS 

• Define the meaning of 

the ecosystem, decide 

what identifies it and 

define its boundaries.  

• Detail the information to 

be collected as regards 

the constitutive elements 

and their relationships. 

• Identify the seed – the actors’ attractor and the leverage for business 

• Identify the elements and their connections. Elements: players, 

technologies, products/services and environment (market, 

constraints and regulation forces) 

• Players: (1) revenues, employees, EBITDA, investments, cash 

flow, (stock, trend, cagr, expected trends) (2) share trends, 

market capitalization (3) geographical presence (4) current 

market positioning and strategy (5) research strategy 

o Products/services: (1) service concept (2) business model 

(3) economics: users, revenues, margins, Compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR), Average Revenue Per Unit 

(ARPU) 

o Relationships among actors - different kind of flows 

through the ecosystem: exchanged information 

• Technologies 

• Transactions 

o connections matrix: per each couple of variable it will be 

indicated: 1 - if a link already exists and is intangible, 2 – 

if a link already exists and is tangible, 3 – if a possible 

relation can be formed in a near future 

A. TECHNOLOGY 

WORKBOOK 

 

B. PLAYERS 

INFORMATIONS 

 

C. CONNECTION 

MATRIX 

2. ECOSYSTEM  MODEL 

REPRESENTATION 

AND DATA 

VALIDATION 

• Develop a representation 

model 

Graphical representation of the connections matrix in an oriented graph 

with links and nodes characterized in a quantitative way (weight to each 

kind of relationship). 

D. ECOSYSTEM 

REPRESENTATION 

MODEL 
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• Obtain criteria to validate 

the model 

• Data gathering and analysis: brainstorming; existing literature; 

research conducted by specialists from reference markets; official 

documents (budgets, communication to the financial community, 

business plans, etc.); direct contact with the actors that belong to the 

potential ecosystem; consulting experts in modelling complex 

systems 

E. ECOSYSTEM 

REPRESENTATION 

MODEL 

VALIDATED 

3. ECOSYSTEM 

ANALYSIS 

• Evaluation of the 

ecosystem’s behaviours 

(last, current, future) and 

relevant key indicators 

Ecosystem value analysis in terms of: 

• revenues: quantify the economic dimension of the ecosystem  

• economic structure: understand how this value is shared among the 

various players: physical structure, revenues attraction, 

attractiveness, relationship, assets & technologies 

Ecosystem control point analysis in terms of: 

• identification of control points (“points at which management can be 

applied” - business strategy, regulation, and/or technology); control 

points constellation: put control points in a logical sequence, 

represent integrated control points as joined together; check for 

lock-in; show multiple offering outcomes if applicable  

F. ECOSYSTEM 

ANALYSIS 

4. ECOSYSTEM 

EVOLUTION 

• Simulation of different 

scenarios aimed to 

perform what-if analysis, 

trend analysis, 

classification, forecasts. 

• List of trends and uncertainties; early signs; scenarios graph; 

scenarios narrative; definition of possible scenarios; list of 

implications and options of responses 

G. ECOSYSTEM  

SCENARIOS 

ANALYSIS 

 
 

Ecosystem perimeter, elements and relationships  

The objective of this first step is to identify the perimeter and constituent parts of the ecosystem. 

The very first step is to recognize the seed around which the ecosystem is based and grows. The 

seed has the potential to attract the interest of different players because it might be the leverage 

to develop new business. For example the seed could be (1) the element that helps feeding the 

interest of the players to enter, participate and/or to build an ecosystem, (2) the element to which 

the consumers recognize an economical value and are willing to pay for a product or a service 

and (3) the element whose absence affects more the ecosystem. The seed helps in the 

identification of the boundaries of the ecosystem: this is one of the main decisions of the analysts.  

Another important point for the decision about the boundaries is the constitutive elements of the 

ecosystem and the relationships among them. The objective is the identification of the relevant 

information to be collected to identify and describe each element of the ecosystem and the 

existent ties to be identified in the so-called connections matrix. The key categories of elements 

are actors/players (in reference to products and services) and enabling technologies. For some 

ecosystems, also legislative and regulatory assets of reference can be very important. This step 

results in releasing the players’ information deliverable (information about main players) and the 

technology workbook (information about technologies).  

Players’ identification. The actors’ identification is performed in three levels: (1) macro-classes 

of actors, (2) classes/categories of actors and (3) main players. The list of players is a map of all 

categories of actors and their role in the ecosystem. The actors are divided into the actual ones 

and those who are not directly related but have an interest to join in the ecosystem. The 

definition is related to the identification of categories (e.g. telecom operators, vendors, etc.) and 

the single players (e.g. HP, Telecom Italia, CISCO, etc.) where the company is interested or 
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wishes to play a role. The players information template comprehends (1) the main players (with 

the key financial data as revenues, sales volume, employees, EBITDA, investments and cash 

flow and the role), (2) the main offers (products or services) per players (with number of 

customers, revenues, gross margin, CAGR, ARPU, value proposition, market segment, 

ecosystem structure, revenue generation and margins, position in value network and competitive 

strategy) and (3) connection information with the quantity of tangible connections (per type: 

hardware provider, service provider, content provider, consumer, seller, ...), the quantity of 

intangible connections (per type: hardware provider, service provider, content provider, 

consumer, seller, ...) and the quantity of possible future relations (per type: hardware provider, 

service provider, content provider, consumer, seller, ...) and (4) suggested actions. 

Technologies. As regards technologies, they constitute the necessary tools through which the 

ecosystem activities can be deployed. The technology workbook template comprehends: 

technology description, related technologies, economic sectors involved, main applications, 

technology expected roadmap (today, 2015 and 2020), success drivers, R&D leaders and 

geographical references (international framework and expected investment).  

The next step is the construction of the Connections Matrix, an adjacency matrix (nxn) which has 

the purpose to highlight the links between the constituent parts of the ecosystem. The rows and 

columns of this matrix report the list of BEs’ constitutive elements. The classification of links is 

the following: “0” - no relation; “1” - intangible relation; “2” - tangible relation; “3” - 

possible future relation (3-5 years). 

 

Ecosystem model representation and data validation  

The objective of this step is to develop a representative model of the ecosystem. An ecosystem is 

essentially a huge network of actors, products, services and technologies, representing nodes and 

relations between them. The information obtained in previous step helps to identify the nodes, 

their characteristics and links in their various configurations. This step will provide a 

classification of nodes and links that will enable the representation. 

For nodes, a colour code is used to differentiate players who have a different role, and a 

dimension code to differentiate the weight of each actor. A parameter for the weight factor could 

be the size (turnover, number of employees) where applicable. For links, it is necessary to 

classify the different types of relationships with the criteria used in the connection matrix.  

The initial model of the ecosystem is refined in order to check out for assumptions and data 

collected. The actions and materials for this “validation” can be different: for example existing 

literature, research conducted by specialists from different markets, official documents (budgets, 

communications to the financial community, business plans, etc.), direct contact with the actors 

that belong to the potential ecosystem, consulting experts in modelling complex systems, 

brainstorming with other staff of the company. 
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Ecosystem analysis  

The aim of this step is to analyse the behaviour of the ecosystem in the past and in the present. 

This analysis involves understanding how the value is distributed in each ecosystem and the best 

places to target the positioning strategy to capture part of this available value and requires two 

separate steps: Business Ecosystem Value Analysis and Business Ecosystem Control Point 

Analysis (see Figure 2).  

1. Business Ecosystem Value Analysis This step quantifies the economic dimension of the 

ecosystem in terms of revenues (revenues) and helps understanding the value sharing among 

players (economic structure). Five clusters of indicators are useful:  

• physical structure: total number of actors, actors for industry, industrial turnover, 

geographical analysis;  

• revenues: revenues, selling, investments, free cash flow;  

• attractiveness: entry barriers, platform analysis;  

• relationships: network indicators of density, betweenness, in-degree and out-degree 

centrality;  

• assets and technologies: technological roadmaps, life cycle technologies, capital/labour 

analysis. 

2. Business Ecosystem Control Point Analysis This step identifies the control points of the 

ecosystem. They are the “points at which management can be applied” (Allee, 2002) and 

represent opportunities for value creation and capture, and normally the control is rooted in 

business strategy, regulation, and/or technology. Here the constellation is the representation 

of the group of control points and their values in a logical sequence. The steps are:  

• identification of the functional elements of the ecosystem, list and description of the 

control points for every element;  

• control points organization and definition of the control point constellation;  

• analysis of the control point constellation and identification of the fundamental control 

points.  

 

Ecosystem evolution  

In this step the possible evolutionary scenarios are studied. The scenarios analysis is based on the 

following steps:  

• List of trends and uncertainties ( the driving forces that may affect the company or 

business);  

• Graph of scenarios(the axes are the two most critical uncertainties, the uncertainties that 

have the higher level of uncertainty and the higher level of impact);  

• Description of scenarios (define a narrative for each scenario a story describing the 

hypothesis of future analysed), define the factors that led the present situation to the listed 
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future scenario and list the possible implications or consequences of each scenario and 

options of answers). 

 

RESULTS OF THE MOBENA APPLICATION IN THE DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM 

Ecosystem perimeter, elements and relationships  

The seed of the digital imaging ecosystem (DIE) is the service, based on the psychology of the 

“management of the memories” and the “digital translation” of the reality, that permit new 

possibilities and functionalities for the personal sphere of the individual.  

 

Players’ identification 

For the DIE, the research team preliminarily identified two macro-classes of actors in the 

ecosystem and listed the component actors and the main players for each one: 

Manufacturers: class of actors connected to the consumer-electronics production. They are: 

camera and camcorders manufacturers, storage manufacturers, printer manufacturers, camera-

phone manufacturers. Then there are the intermediaries and the sellers of the hardware parts. 

Service Providers: their offer is connected to services and not-tangible functionalities for users. 

They are: on line storage providers; photo-album providers; social network providers; on-line 

printing providers; mobile applications providers; software vendors providers; 

telecommunication operators providers; retailers providers. 

 

Enabling technologies 

The DIE is subdivided into eleven categories of enabling technologies: Computational 

photography, Sensors resolution and quality, Still/motion convergence, Barcode / QR Code, 

RFID / NFC, GPS, Wireless / Mobile, Metadata Exif, 3D, Digital pictures and video playback. 

 

Connection matrix 

Finally, the connection matrix of the DIE can be found in Table 3. The connection matrix is an 

adjacency matrix (nxn symmetric matrix) where actors are subdivided in the three categories 

described above: manufacturers, service providers and enabling technologies. 
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Table 3. Digital Imaging Ecosystem connection matrix  [Legend: “0” – no relationship, “1” – 

intangible relationship, “2” – tangible relationship, “3” – possible future relationship] 

 

 

ECOSYSTEM MODEL REPRESENTATION AND DATA VALIDATION  

This step represents all the data from the previous step using software for network visualization 

in order to have a graphical view of the DIE.  

We also studied the transformation of the Imaging Business from a value chain point of view to 

an ecosystem point of view. The system was based in two different value chains: the home 

picture and the professional picture. The home picture was of less quality, the production was at 

home for photography amateurs or in a professional studio and the use was among family and 

friends, while the professional picture was produced only by professionals and distributed 

through mass media for the customers. With the big disruptions of the digitalization of the image 
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Printers manuf. 2 1 - 3 0 1 0 2 0 1 3 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 1 

Camera-phone manuf. 2 1 3 - 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 3 

On line Storage 1 2 0 1 - 2 1 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
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Computational photography 

R&D player 
3 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 - 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 

Image recognition R&D player 3 0 0 3 0 2 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 

Sensors resolution and quality 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 - 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 

Still/motion convergence 2 0 0 2 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 

Barcode / QR Code 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 2 1 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 

RFID/NFC 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 3 0 0 1 - 1 1 1 3 3 

GPS 2 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 - 2 2 2 1 

Wireless/Mobile 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 - 0 0 2 

Metadata/EXIF 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 - 3 1 

3D 1 0 3 0 0 3 3 0 3 1 1 0 3 1 0 3 0 3 2 0 3 - 1 

Digital pictures and video 

playback 
3 2 1 3 2 1 3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 2 0 3 1 2 1 1 - 
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and of the internet, the producers are not only professionals, but also normal people and the 

customer can become itself a producer (prosumer). Besides, with the internet technologies, the 

diffusion of the product is faster and easier, through for example blogs. This permits also the 

mush-up, e.g. to have the pictures associated to other information (as a text, a point into a map, 

etc.). Finally, new services have born, as for example the online printing service. This revolution 

conducted some firms to fail or lose big business segments (e.g. Kodak) or to be forced to 

strongly renew themselves. 

 

Ecosystem Analysis  

Business Ecosystem Value Analysis 

A. Physical structure 

The manufacturers’ class includes 90 actors. The majority can be found in the Cameraphone 

manufacturers class (more than 40% of the total number), but the number of the main players 

that have the control of the majority of the resources and have the stronger power is limited (8). 

Therefore, to enter as a new market entrant is difficult, but the Smartphone sector (strongly 

linked to the DIE), with a market-share of 21% to “secondary” competitors, is dynamic and still 

full of possibilities. In general, the structure of the manufacturers’ class is consolidated and quite 

closed to new entrants. Only the cameraphone class seems to be the opener to new structural 

modifications. (See Table 4). 

Analysing the actual turnover, and doing a foresight study about the dynamism in the future two 

years, the results show that a substantial statiticity of the manufacturing classes will be: for the 

interviewees, all the classes represent a limited structural dynamism, because of a substantial 

saturation of the environment. Only the cameraphone manufacturers’ class seems to be possible 

of a more consistent development, linked to the expansion of the smartphone functionalities in 

the ecosystem and to the new technological horizons of the device for the producers. In other 

words, the enlargement of the boundaries coming from the use of the smartphone device brings 

together new opportunities for the manufacturers. 

 

Table 4. DIE - manufacturers – number of actors and main ones in the industry 

 

MANUFACTURERS NUMBER OF ACTORS MAIN ACTORS 

Camera & camcorders manufacturers 20 11 

Storage manufacturers 25 4 

Printers manufacturers 5 2 

Cameraphone manufacturers 40 8 

Total 90 25 
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As regards then the Service Providers, they can be divided into Mobile Applications Providers 

and Web Services & Software Providers. The first ones are a really huge number, as the 

applications can be developed from everyone with a very limited budget. The application 

phenomenon is having a global impact in the growth of the sector. The Web Services & Software 

Providers can be subdivided into web photoalbum services, online storage services, social 

network services, online printing services, software vendors (see Table 5). Web photoalbum 

services are the majority (25, 34%), then the online storage services, due to a not difficult access 

to the segment (only hardware infrastructures for data storage). Anyway, only a little fraction of 

the actors is able to have a significative economic impact in the industry. For example, for the 

photoalbum services the reason is that they are based on a freemium or ad-funded business 

model and need to build big users communities. The social network services and the online 

printing services have difficulties in gaining share as service suppliers. For the social network, 

services need in fact huge communities because their business model is often based on 

advertising. Finally, the software vendors are a small community. It is due to a move from a 

structure with many companies specialized in specialized software into a structure with less but 

big companies that acquire technologies from other ones.  

The expected turnover is sensitively higher than the manufacturers’ one: the services class is 

more accessible and structurally dynamic. This fact is due to low entry barriers, the web 

accessibility, the growth of the ecosystem and the consequent request for supporting services 

(future needs of more space for data storage and increasing digitalization of contents). The 

Online Printing and software vendors seem to be the most static ones, due to saturation of 

industries because of barriers and low development perspectives. 

The geographical analysis highlights a dycotomic distribution: the Far East (Japan, China, South 

Korea, etc.) for hardware and consumer electronics (e.g. Sony, Samsung, Canon, Nikon) and the 

USA for software, applications and web services (e.g. Google, Yahoo!, Facebook, Adobe, 

Apple). Obviously the division is not so strict: the examples are HP (printers) and SanDisk 

(storage device) in the Silicon Valley. 

 

Table 5. DIE – service providers – number of actors and main ones in the industry 

 

SERVICE PROVIDERS NUMBER OF ACTORS MAIN ACTORS 

On line Storage 30 6 

Photoalbum 150 4 

Social network 20 4 

Sw vendor (editing, applet, plug-in, …) 5 2 

Online printing 20 2 

Web services and sw providers 225 18 

Mobile apps providers  142 - 

Total 592 - 
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The geographical analysis highlights a dycotomic distribution: the Far East (Japan, China, South 

Korea, etc.) for hardware and consumer electronics (e.g. Sony, Samsung, Canon, Nikon) and the 

USA for software, applications and web services (e.g. Google, Yahoo!, Facebook, Adobe, 

Apple). Obviously the division is not so strict: the examples are HP (printers) and SanDisk 

(storage device) in the Silicon Valley. 

 

B. Revenues 

Among the camera and camcorders manufacturers, 11 main actors are present. The top 

competitors are three: Canon, Nikon and Olympus. Their markets are not only the professional 

and consumers, but also the prosumers (the users who are consumers but with a strong attention 

to quality and professional e.g. with reflex digital cameras). The analysis shows the results of the 

crisis, e.g. Leica (an important brand in the professional photography).  

The main actors of the storage manufacturers’ class are four: Toshiba (11 million dollar in the 

semiconductor business), Lexar (Nikon group), SanDisk and Kingston. They are focused in the 

flash memory business, while Seagate and Western Digital produce HD for laptops or servers. 

The printers manufacturing has two main protagonists: Canon and Hewlett-Packard. The mobile 

phones market is still dominated by Nokia (then Samsung and LG), also if a future development 

can be a continued growth of Apple and Google for smartphones and Nokia will soon need to 

face this challenge. 

As regards the service providers, important information can be the business model and the 

number of visitors/users. The highest ranked Online Storage services are skydrive.com and 

me.com that refer to Google and Apple respectively. Other two important ones are adrive.com 

and humyo.com whose core business is the online storage. The majority of these services are 

based on an ad-funded business model or on the freemium one, while other ones (e.g. Swiss 

picture bank) that are not-free but offer and guarantee security for data. Similar business models 

are used by photo album services, where the dominant role is played by Flickr. Social 

networking services base on advertisement as revenues source, the most known ones are 

Facebook, Myspace, Google+, Orkut. Online printing services major agents are Kodak and 

Snapfish that offer the printing via web. The business model is based on paying service, 

advertisement and partnerships with other companies. Among the mobile applications, around 

the 2% are specific ones for Digital Imaging. The revenues around the applications world are of 

4, 6 billion dollars with growth perspectives of 16 billion dollars for 2013. Software vendors’ 

services main players are Adobe and Corel. 
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C. Attractiveness 

The attractiveness analysis is based on three main aspects: global profitability, entry barriers and 

platform structure. 

Profitability and entry barriers 

The analysis is based on a Delphi study among experts. They expressed their opinion as regards 

the profitability of each industry sector that constitutes the ecosystem and the entry barriers 

(capital requirements, scale economies, product differentiability, distribution access, institutional 

and legal barriers). 

The data of Manufacturers entry barriers (values more than average) show a low attractiveness 

and a modest profitability. These data are due to the necessity of high levels of capitals (CAPEX 

and OPEX) and scale economies for productivity efficiency. The product differentiation is very 

difficult, and often it is played not on the product but on the brand. The distribution is easily 

accessible, and after the e-commerce transformation of the market dynamics. As regards the 

Service Providers instead, attractiveness and profitability are higher (the first investments are 

lower than for manufacturers) but very different considering the sectors. For example, the Photo 

album services have a low profitability, because the consumer can reach the offer for free. Social 

networks revenues are based on advertising. Also mobile applications offer a high rate of 

revenues, and they are based on a model of revenues share or are for free and connected to 

advertising. The Service Providers have the advantage of a fast access to distribution thank to the 

web.  

The data confirm the obvious conclusion of a lower accessibility of manufacturers than service 

providers, but show also the more attractive sectors inside a class, e.g. application providers are 

the most attractive ones. 

Platforms 

The logical schema in Figure 1 highlights the fluxes of data and information exchanged among 

actors in the ecosystem. The DIE has two platforms: the personal computer and the Web. 

The PC platform is the physical enabler for the entire ecosystem because is the tool that permits 

the collaboration of the actors and the union of their contributions. It is the enabling technology 

from a physical point of view. 

The extension of the PC platform is the web: they together are the centre of the DIE. The Web is 

a programmed and customized platform that is fundamental in the DIE where all the contents are 

transported, ri-elaborated, stored and shared in the network.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the DIE 

 

D. Relationships 

Tangible relationships 

Tangible relationships can be evaluated basing on monetary fluxes, asking “who does pay for 

that product or service?” 

 

Fig. 2. DIE relationship structure – tangible relationships 

 

Starting from connections matrix (Table 3) we created an asymmetric adjacency matrix 

representing the exchange flows of money and product/service among actors of DIE Business 

ecosystem. Figure 2 shows the graph of tangible relationships among the actors of the DIE 

Business ecosystem: the arrow show the direction of the money, while the opposite is the 

direction of product/service. 
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The measures we used to analyse the BE networks has been the density, i.e. the ratio between the 

number of edges and the potential number of edges in a graph and the network centralization, i.e. 

the degree to which a network is centralized around one or few actors (Kilduff and Tsai, 2003). 

The indexes of network density and network centralization are respectively of 9, 2% (24/260) 

and 5, 79%. The values are both quite low: the network is not close-grained, the revenues are not 

concentrated in only a point, but are “dispersed” among all the actors of the ecosystem. This 

ecosystem has a high uniformity in the value distribution. 

As regards the nodes three important measures can be computed for each node. The in-degree is 

the number of edges coming into a node in a directed graph. The out-degree is the number of 

edges going out of a node in a directed graph. The betweenness is the centrality measure based 

on the frequency with which a node falls between pairs of other points on the shortest or 

geodesic paths connecting them (Freeman, 1979). The higher is the value of betweenness for an 

actor, the more this actor is an intermediary in the system analysed. 

Considering the dimension of the single nodes, the different values of centrality measures are 

shown in Table 6. The highest is the in-degree index of an actor the highest is its relative 

importance in the sense that is the node of destination of many relationships (the actor receives 

money from many actors). The highest is the out-degree index the highest is its influence, i.e. it 

is connected to many actors of the network and can influence their behaviour (the actor provides 

products/services to many actors) (De Toni and Nonino, 2010). Storage manufacturers, software 

vendors and photo album services have the higher in-degree values: these are the actors that 

receive revenues from different actors. Retailers, camera phone manufacturers and telco 

operators have the higher out-degree values. The betweenness values confirm the values of in-

degree and out-degree: Photo album services, Retailers and Telco operators manage more than 

the others the economic fluxes inside the ecosystem as they are in the middle of these fluxes.  

An important role is played by the photo album services providers. They take-in the fluxes from 

different sources (mobile applications, telco operators and on line printing). Then they re-use 

them in their transactions with storage manufacturers, software vendors and on line storage. 

They are the basis of the ecosystem that works through creation, modification, interchange and 

fruition of photographic contents. This analysis is an “internal” one (i.e. it does not take into 

account external relationships such as the consumers and advertiser). In that case, the role of the 

social networks will be much more relevant. Anyway, if the analysis considers also the value of 

the transactions, Social networks show themselves as fundamental, because they are exploited 

for web advertisement for their diffusion among consumers. 

As regard the betweenness among manufacturers, the economic intermediary role is played by 

the camera phone manufacturers. They are both supplier and consumers of products and services 

in the ecosystem, so they manage multidirectional economic fluxes. Mobile applications are the 

tool that enables the sharing of the DIE. 
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Table 6. In-degree and out-degree indexes 

 
 Out-degree In-degree Betweenness 

Camera & camcorders manufacturers 1 2 0 

Storage manufacturers 0 5 0 

Printers manufacturers 0 2 0 

Cameraphone manufacturers 4 2 2,8 

    

On line Storage 1 1 0 

Photoalbum 3 3 7,8 

Social network 0 1 0 

Online printing 3 0 0 

Sw vendor (editing, applet, plug-in, …) 0 4 0 

Web services and sw providers 4 1 5 

Mobile apps providers  6 1 2,3 

Retailers    6 

 

Intangible relationships 

Intangible relationships represent the exchanges. Starting from connections matrix (Table 3) we 

created an asymmetric adjacency matrix representing the exchange flows of knowledge and 

information among the different actors of the network. Figure 3 shows the graph of 

knowledge/information exchange among the actors of the DIE business ecosystem. 

 

Fig. 3. DIE relationship structure – intangible relationships 

 

The indexes of network density and network centralization are respectively of 15, 9% (21/132) 

and 13, 55%. The values are both low: the network is not close-grained and the information is 

“dispersed” among all the actors of the ecosystem. An agent that acts as “attractor” of all the 

knowledge and the information resources of the ecosystem is not present. The information flow 
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is focused inside a sector of the ecosystem and does not link the sectors (i.e. it is intra-sectors and 

less inter-sectors). 

The analysis of the centrality degree of the actors highlights that camera&camcorders 

manufacturers and social network result as an important centre for the information exchanges, 

while retailers and telco-operators are less connected to the other parts of the network with 

intangible relationships while more with tangible ones.  

The highest betweenness centrality is represented by social networks. This result can be 

interpreted considering the offer of integrated services of this service provider: the high level of 

“intangible” centrality is due to the contribution coming from different actors of the ecosystem 

who offer their services exploiting the interface of the social networks. They are a key point both 

for the economic fluxes both for the knowledge and information fluxes. From the other side, the 

retailers and telco-operators are connected to tangible dynamics. Additionally, this graph and the 

network values show that the recent “mobile application phenomenon” has a high impact from 

an economic point of view, but a modest impact as regards knowledge and information. As 

regards the manufacturers, the catalyst of the information fluxes is the camera&camcorders 

manufacturers. The reason is that the usefulness of the digital cameras and video cameras is not 

only connected to the mechanical and quality aspects of the product per se but it is connected 

also to new functionalities. For these new functionalities, to collaborate with the other actors of 

the ecosystem is necessary. 

Possible future relationships 

Possible future relationships are related to a foresight of the links that will interest the ecosystem 

in a time horizon of 5 years. These relationships are the incremental (tangible or intangible) 

relationships. 

As we analyse the incremental links, the centralization (it refers to the new relationship structure 

that will develop in the next future) is of 24, 3%. The actors that will increase their relationships 

in the near future will be the telco-operators, with links with online storage and on line printing 

(service providers side) and with storage, printers and camera&camcorders manufacturers 

(manufacturers side). Also the online printing services will have a good relationship 

development in the future; the more interesting link is the one with the mobile applications 

suppliers that can open interesting scenarios.  

A consideration can be made observing that the centralization increases from the analysis of 

intangible relationships to the analysis of future relationships. This consideration means that 

while the future relationships seem to have a clear role of the emerging actors, at this time the 

capital and knowledge repartition is still dispersed and the ecosystem is very dynamic. Then, 

basing on the typology of relationship, different actors play a central role: photo album services 

have a central role in the tangible relationships, the social networks and camera&camcorders 

manufacturers are the hubs of the network for the intangible relationships, while telco-operators 

can be the central ones in the future if they integrate their services with the digital imaging ones. 
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Finally, the betweenness value highlights the level each actor can become the centre of the 

exchanges of tangible and intangible fluxes: the graph shows the photo album retailers as future 

important brokers.  

E. Assets and technologies 

The assets and technologies analysis identifies and describes the main technological roadmaps in 

the ecosystem, discusses the lifecycle of technologies characterizing the ecosystem and uses a 

quantitative approach to show the trend from a labour intensive to a capital intensive sector. 

Technological Roadmaps 

In the DIE, the technological roadmaps refer to the digital cameras and to the storage. As regards 

the compact digital cameras, the trends refer to image and resolution sensors (CCD (charge 

coupled device) and CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor)), computational 

photography (face detection, automatic scene detection, blink detection, HDR (high dynamic 

range), continuous focus), high speed burst, still-motion and transmitting and information 

devices (wi-fi, DLNA (digital living network alliance), GPS). As regards the storage (HDD (hard 

disk), SD (secure digital), compact flash and the recent SSD (solid state drive)), the main trends 

are first the increase of the memory capacity and the transferring speed (new standard SDXC) 

and the reduction of the cost for GB and second the development of solid state memories (SSD). 

They are toward less size, high abilities, high speed and more stable reading/writing operations. 

Business Ecosystem Control Point Analysis 

Identification of the functional elements of the ecosystem, list and description of the control 

points for every element 

The ecosystem can be subdivided into three functional levels and two connection points. The 

functional levels are: creation, storage/modification and services. Creation regards all the 

activities for content (digital photos or videos) generation. In this level, the devices that control 

the level are the digital cameras and video cameras and the smartphones. Storage/modification 

regards activities connected to the post-production of the digital content. They can occur directly 

in the pc or directly in the mobile device for the content creation. Control points are the personal 

computer and the smartphone and mobile applications. Services regards the different offers of 

services represent the different control points: photo album services, social network services, 

online storage services, and online printing services. 

As regards the two connection points, the first level of connection is between creation and 

storage/modification: all the activities that permit the transferring of the digital content to the 

personal computer and the access to the mobile applications that are needed for the post-

production activities. Here the activities represent the control points that are the connection to the 

pc for the data transfer and the wireless connection for the applications download. The second 

level of connection is between storage/modification and services (online printing and online 
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storage): it is the modality to access to web services of the DIE. The internet connection can be 

wired or wireless and these two typologies represent the control points. 

 

Control points organization and definition of the control point constellation 

The control point constellation has the aim to highlight the relationships and the logical sequence 

of the different control points and the functional elements of the ecosystem. The result is the 

dynamic representation of the functioning of the ecosystem, in order to understand which control 

points have a strategic role. 

 

Fig. 4. DIE control point constellation 

 

Analysis of the control point constellation and identification of the fundamental control points 

The control point analysis identified the PC and the Smartphone and mobile applications as 

control points of the DIE. They connect and control the ecosystem at two levels of connection. 

 

Ecosystem evolution  

For the DIE we built a scenario analysis and a roadmap for future evolution. 

Trends and uncertainties 

Trends 

The trends that can be highlighted are: (1) mobile internet is more and more a commodity 

because of the diminishing of the prices and new service offers; (2) the storage device evolution 

is moving toward two sides: technological one (capacity increase and increase of speed of 

transferring/reading/writing) and economic one (diminishing of the price for GB); (3) the 
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technological evolution simplifies more and more the consumer approach to the digital 

photography and new devices and functionalities are helping humans abilities; (4) the 

sociological trend of the consumer toward the digitalization of their lives is increasing. 

Uncertainties  

The uncertainties that can be highlighted in the DIE are: service ubiquity (it permits to utilize in 

every place and moment a wide set of services, using also remote applications) and mobile 

devices as information sources (services from mobile devices are dedicated to choose and supply 

relevant information for the user). 

 

Scenarios graph 

The two uncertainties identify four scenarios, as in Figure 5.  

SERVICE 

UBIQUITY 

High 
REAL TIME 

SHARING 

IMAGE 

RECOGNITION 

Low  

ON LINE 

BACKUP & 

SHARING 

MOBILE 

AUGMENTED 

REALITY 

 

Low High 

MOBILE AS INFORMATION 

SOURCES  

Fig. 5. DIE scenarios 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

As businesses become more and more modularized, characterizing relationships and 

understanding how business decisions or actions taken by one entity impact all of the interrelated 

entities become a key challenge. Ignoring these interactions can lead to unexpected and 

potentially undesirable outcomes. BEs represent the new frontier for the comprehension of 

companies’ relationships. Tools that help to systematically characterize the BE and analyse the 

potential impact of different business decisions on each entity in the network are essential for 

improving business design.  

Many authors discuss about the increasing complexity of markets and about the changes of the 

paradigms of companies’ relationships, but structured methodologies are still few. This work 

would like to be a first step in this direction, in order to comprehend the complexity of these new 

relational structures. The methodology of business ecosystem network analysis (MOBENA) is a 
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tool that can facilitate the knowledge about the BEs, with a first improvement toward the 

standardization of the procedure for different contexts and the reusability of data and information. 

The present work is a first proposal of a systematic methodology to study the static and dynamic 

structure of a BE. This means that it draws not only the shape of the ecosystem identifying the 

constituent elements and the relationship among them in a certain moment of time, but it helps in 

imagining how it can evolve during time through network analysis and foresight. 

Building the methodology presented two main difficulties and limits: the standardization (the 

methodology is structured in order to collect the common aspects for all typologies of 

ecosystems but also to have a certain grade of flexibility to analyse their specific characteristics) 

and the data and information availability and retrieval. 

Future research directions would like to test the methodology in other industry sectors and to 

improve the knowledge about the concept of business ecosystem, with further empirical research.  

The knowledge of a phenomenon is the basis of its evolution. The definition of ecosystem as a 

complex system focuses the attention on the comprehension of its present and future 

relationships. The aspect that supplies much information in a complex system is the relational 

one: the challenge of the comprehension of the BE is a network challenge. Finally, 

comprehending the dynamic interactions means to integrate foresight methodologies in the BE 

analysis. That is why the MOBENA proposal is focused on these two important points: relational 

and network structure and dynamic foresight analysis. 
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